
landmark
1. [ʹlændmɑ:k] n

1. 1) заметный объект местности, наземный ориентир
the church on the hilltop was a well-known landmark - церковь на вершине холма служила хорошим ориентиром

2) ав. маркировочный знак
3) мор. береговой ориентир
2. здание, сооружение исторического значения; архитектурный памятник (особ. охраняемый государством )
3. веха, поворотныйпункт

landmarks in the history of civilization - вехи на пути развития цивилизации
this novel is a landmark in modern literature - этот роман оказался поворотным пунктом для современной литературы

4. межевой знак; межевой столб

2. [ʹlændmɑ:k] a амер.

имеющий заметное значение; играющий заметную роль

Apresyan (En-Ru)

landmark
land·mark [landmark landmarks ] BrE [ˈlændmɑ k] NAmE [ˈlændmɑ rk]

noun
1. something, such as a large building, that you can see clearly from a distance and that will help you to know where you are

• The Empire State Building is a familiar landmark on the New York skyline.
2. ~ (in sth) an event, a discovery, an invention, etc. that marks an important stage in sth

Syn:↑milestone

• The ceasefire was seen as a major landmark in the fight against terrorism.
• a landmark decision/ruling in the courts
3. (especially NAmE) a building or a place that is very important because of its history, and that should be preserved

Syn:↑monument

Example Bank:
• The Russian Revolutionrepresents a landmark in world history.
• The building has been designated a historical landmark by the Commission.
• The film is an important landmark in the history of the cinema.
• The residents are seeking landmark status for the building.
• The tower was once a landmark for ships.
• a landmark decision on gay marriage
• a landmark decision on the legal status of a foetus
• It disputes many of the findings of Gill's landmark study.
• The magazine's 150th anniversary was an important publishing landmark.
• The trial was seen as a landmark case.
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landmark
land mark /ˈlændmɑ k$ -mɑ rk/ BrE AmE noun [countable]

1. something that is easy to recognize, such as a tall tree or building, and that helps you know where you are:
One of Belfast’s most famous landmarks, the GrosvenorHall, has been demolished.

2. one of the most important events, changes, or discoveries that influences someone or something:
The discovery of penicillin was a landmark in the history of medicine.

landmark decision/case/ruling
The Supreme Court issued a landmark decision in January 2001.

• • •
COLLOCATIONS
■ADJECTIVES/NOUN + landmark

▪ a famous/well-known landmark The Eiffel Tower is probably the most famous landmark in Paris.
▪ a historic landmark Rome is crammed with historic landmarks such as the Colosseum.
▪ a prominent landmark (=one that is very noticeable) The castle sits on a hill abovethe town and is a prominent landmark.
▪ a familiar landmark It was so dark we could not see any familiar landmarks.
▪ a local landmark This oddly shaped rock is a well-known local landmark.
▪ a major /significant landmark (=an important one) From Parliament Hill, you can see most of London's major landmarks.
▪ a London/New York/Paris etc landmark Buckingham Palace is a London Landmark.
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